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High-quality low-dimensional layered and van der Waals materials are typically exfoliated, with
sample cross sectional areas on the order of tens to hundreds of microns. The small size of flakes
makes the experimental characterization of their dielectric properties unsuitable with conventional
spectroscopic ellipsometry, due to beam-sample size mismatch and non-uniformities of the crystal
axes. Previously, the experimental measurement of the dielectrirc permittivity of such microcrystals
was carried out with near-field tip-based scanning probes. These measurements are sensitive to
external conditions like vibrations and temperature, and require non-deterministic numerical fitting
to some a priori known model. We present an alternative method to extract the in-plane dielectric
permittivity of van der Waals microcrystals, based on identifying reflectance minima in spectroscopic
measurements. Our method does not require complex fitting algorithms nor near field tip-based
measurements and accommodates for small-area samples. We demonstrate the robustness of our
method using hexagonal boron nitride and α-MoO3, and recover their dielectric permittivities that
are close to literature values.

Email: georgia.papadakis@icfo.eu

INTRODUCTION

The spectral range of mid-long infrared (MLIR) light, pertaining to wavelengths 4µm− 25µm is rapidly advancing
as it is host to a broad range of applications in renewable energy [1, 2], radiative cooling [3], thermal photon harvesting
[4], molecular sensing [5, 6] IR spectroscopy [7], thermal camouflage [8] and also for probing hot interstellar matter in
our galaxy [9, 10]. In the search of MLIR relevant materials, recently discovered low-dimensional layered and van
der Waals materials have nearly monopolized the scientific research [11, 12]. In the MLIR, the coupling of lattice
vibrations (phonons) with light yields phonon polaritonic modes [13], which are highly relevant for thermal photonics
and spectrum engineering [14]. As exemplary materials with MLIR phonon resonances, we mention classes of metal
oxides (like α-MoO3) [15] as well as dielectrics, such as hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) [16], which are being explored
for their extraordinary MLIR photonic properties.

These van der Waals materials are dispersion-less at frequencies far from the phonon excitation bands. Near the
phonon resonance frequency, these materials exhibit a dielectric permittivity that has a Lorentzian lineshape and
changes sign rapidly with frequency. The permittivity near these resonances can be modeled with a standard Lorentz
oscillator as:

ϵ = ϵinf

[
1 + ω2

LO − ω2
T O

ω2
T O − iγω − ω2

]
(1)

where ϵinf , ωT O, ωLO and γ are the four parameters that characterize the material’s macroscopic dielectric response.
Within the so-called Reststrahlen band (between frequencies ωT O and ωLO), these materials display anomalous
dispersion [17], hosting various interesting physical properties such as negative refraction [18, 19], negative reflection
[20], and others.

Despite the rapidly growing interest in the properties of low-dimensional composites, standard approaches for
the experimental characterization of their optical properties cannot be easily applied [21]. Although experimentally
retrieving the frequency dispersion of the dielectric permittivity of a material required for any photonic operation,
obtaining the real and imaginary part of ϵ(ω) for low-dimensional van der Waals materials is currently a very challenging
task. Conventionally, the dielectric response of a materials is measured with Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) [22].
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Alternatively, one can use Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), and, with certain assumptions on the
thickness of a film and intrinsic material properties, via numerical fitting, the dielectric response can be obtained [15].
Nonetheless, both SE and FTIR are optical techniques based on far-field optics, requiring hundreds of wavelengths
wide (in the in-plane direction) sample areas for their accurate application. At MLIR frequencies, this calls for samples
with cross sections on the order of millimeters owing to the long wavelengths of MLIR light. On the other hand, the
cross-sectional sample area of van der Waals flakes that are exfoliated is typically on the order of tens to hundreds of
micrometers [23], and thus too small to be measured with FTIR or SE.

Although different crystal fabrications techniques, like spin coating, chemical vapor deposition (rarely more than a few
atomic layers thick)[24], van der Waal epitaxy [25] are reported as alternative approaches to exfoliaton, none can assure
high crystal qualities over large surfaces till date. Furthermore, these materials are typically predicted to be highly
anisotropic [26]. Due to the random orientation of sub-crystals[27], high optical anisotropy is rarely observed in crys-
tals with large surface areas, for which exfoliated flakes are widely considered as the ones with the highest crystal quality.

Previously, the experimental measurement of the dielectric permittivity of low-dimensional van der Waals flakes
was carried out with near-field tip-based scanning probes [28, 29]. These measurements are rather delicate and
require a polarized narrowband laser [30] or broadband MLIR source [31]. Furthermore, nano-scale imaging requires
reconstruction of the hyperspectral data [32] which is not trivial.

For an accurate retrieval of the real and imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity of a material, at least
two observable quantities ought to be measured, for example the real and imaginary part of the reflection and/or
transmission coefficients (r or t) [33] Alternatively, for example in SE, one measures the changes in the amplitude (ψ)
and phase (∆) of the ratio of complex reflection coefficient for TM and TE polarized light (rP /rS) [21]. When the
measurement of r or t is not possible, researchers rely on the real valued reflectance and transmittance (R = |r|2 or
T = |t|2) to retrieve the complex permittivity [34, 35], either by elaborate numerical fitting algorithms [36, 37] or by
fitting to numerically calculated spectra [27, 38, 39]. We show here that this method based on one observable quantity
(R or T ), on its own, is not robust in the case of low-dimensional crystals, due to experimental constraints related to
flake sizes comparable to the wavelength of light, more so when phonon resonances occur in the spectral range of interest.

In this work, we present a method to experimentally retrieve the in-plane complex dielectric permittivity of
microscopic flakes of van der Waals materials from real valued reflectance measurements (via FTIR microspectrometry).
The method relies on identifying the positions of the reflectance minima in the spectra caused by Fabry-Perrot (FP)
resonances in the material. Such resonances provide direct access to deterministic evaluation of the real part of the
refractive index of the material Re{n} at the frequencies of the reflectance minima. Using multiple flakes of varying
thicknesses, the real part of the refractive index can be determined over a wide spectral range. Our method, therefore,
provided access to an FTIR microscope, provides access to the complex dielectric permittivity of low-dimensional
exfoliated flakes using far-field optics.

The characteristics of FP resonances have been recently used to determine the optical constants of lossless (or
low-loss) materials [40, 41], or at frequency regimes far from the material resonances [38]. Here, we demonstrate
that, even in spectral regions of strong frequency dispersion, one can precisely evaluate the complex permittivity with
minimal numerical fitting to evaluate Re{ϵ}, utilizing FP resonances in thick van der Waals flakes. As a benchmark, we
demonstrate the accuracy of our method by applying it to hBN (in-plane isotropic) and α-MoO3 (in-plane anisotropic)
within the spectral range of their respective Reststrahlen bands, in the frequency range of 600 − 8000cm−1 (limited by
the frequency range of the FTIR used). We also demonstrate the in-plane anisotropy of α-MoO3 and its hyperbolicity
in the frequency range 600 − 813cm−1.

EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS AND METHOD

A typical exfoliated flake of hBN on a gold substrate is shown in Fig. 1a. The cross-sectional area of such flakes is
roughly ∼ 100µm× 100µm. We also see that the thickness (d) of the flakes are not uniform over the entire surface of
the flake. The thickness used in this work were measured using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). A thickness profile
on the hBN flake is shown in Fig. 1b. Two distinct height distributions at d = 95nm and d = 275nm were observed
for this particular flake.
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FIG. 1. Microscope image of a hBN flake on gold. (b) Flake thickness (d) obtained by AFM along the black dashed line shown
in a. Two distinct thickness are observed shown by dashed horizontal lines. (c) The reflectance spectrum obtained by FTIR
microscope on two different locations of the flake (solid lines). The regions are marked in a using the same color code. The
theoretical reflectance spectra are shown by dashed lines for d=275nm (yellow), d=95nm (red) and for the thickness profile
shown in b (black). (d) The difference in reflectance (|∆R|) as a function of frequency for the two FTIR spectra shown in c (left
axis). The maximum |∆R| over the measured spectral range is 0.2. The frequency difference (|∆ωd|) of the reflectance minima
for the same two FTIR spectra (right axis). |∆ωd| for the two reflectance minima is 2cm−1.

A standard reflectance spectrum, obtained via FTIR is shown in Fig.1c, taken on two different locations of
the flake. By comparing the two measurements, there exists a high reflectance dispersion (|∆R|), owing to the
non-uniformity of the flake, and such a discrepancy is very typical. More importantly, as the lateral dimensions of the
exfoliated flakes are comparable to the wavelength of MLIR light, it results in significant diffraction and boundary effects.

The reflectance from a hBN film of given thickness d, on a gold substrate was analytically calculated and the
spectra is superposed on Fig.1c for d = 95nm and d = 275nm. The theoretical R corresponding to a hBN layer height
variation as shown in Fig.1b is also shown. The permittivity of the hBN retrieved by the method presented in this
article was used for these calculations. We see that none of the analytical spectra matches the experimental curves.
Hence, any attempt to retrieve the optical permittivity of hBN by the fitting the experimental reflectance spectra to
numerical calculations is expected to result in large errors.

On the other hand, the spectral position of the dips in reflectance (|∆ωd|) shows statistically much less vari-
ation with sample location, as also seen in Fig.1c. The two dips observed in the reflectance spectra correspond
closely to hBN heights of d = 95nm and d = 275nm. The maximum experimental discrepancy in |∆R| was found
to be 0.2 whereas that for |∆ωd| = 2cm−1 for both the reflectance dips (Fig.1d). So retrieval of optical permit-
tivity based on reflectance dip positions rather than fitting to the entire reflectance spectrum is more robust and precise.

To emphasize this, analytical calculations were done to quantify the variation of |∆R| and |∆ωd| with respect to
variations of the four material permittivity parameters (ϵinf , ωT O, ωLO and γ). For hBN, the parameters were taken
from Caldwell et al [42] (Table.I). Each parameter was varied by ±5% while the other 3 parameters were kept fixed.
The reflectance spectra was analytically calculated for hBN (d = 300nm) on gold substrate, and its variation as a
function of ω is shown in Fig.2a for the 4 parameters. |∆R| is more than the experimental deviation of 0.2, only for
ωT O and ωLO. So, any method relying on R measurements can determine ωT O and ωLO with an error of less than
±5%, while γ and ϵinf cannot be accurately determined.

For any material on a highly reflecting substrate, the reflectance dips occur at frequencies where the FP resonance
condition is satisfied. The frequencies (ωd) are related to the real part of the material refractive index (Re{n}) as [43]

ωd = 1
2d

[
2m+ 1

2Re{n(ωd)} − 1
2πRe{n(ωd)} tan

−1
{

−2Re{n(ωd)}ks)
Re{n(ωd)}2 − n2

s − k2
s

}]
(2)

where d is the flake’s thickness, m = 0 for first order resonances and ns and ks are the real and imaginary parts of
the refractive index of the metal substrate respectively. |∆ωd| with respect to one of the four parameters of the Lorentz
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FIG. 2. The reflectance from a material with Lorentz type permittivity and thickness (d) of 300nm on a semi-infinite gold
substrate was calculated analytically. (a) |∆R| as a function of frequency when any one of the 4 parameters of the Lorentz
model is changed by ±5%. The experimental precision (|∆R| = 0.2) is shown by the horizontal dashed line. (b) |∆ωd| when any
one parameter is changed by ±5%. The experimental precision is considered to be 2cm−1. In this case all the 4 parameters of
the Lorentz model can be determined with an error of less than ±5%.

model was analytically calculated using Eq.2 and is shown in Fig.2b. We see that |∆ωd| is above the experimental
deviation (2cm−1) for all the four parameters of the Lorentz model.

We identify ωd from spectroscopic measurements. Then by using Eq.2, we evaluate the real part of the refractive
index (Re{n}) of the material at frequency ωd. The reflectance spectra will have local minima for all frequencies at
which Eq.2 is satisfied. While R is strongly dependent on both Re{ϵ} and Im{ϵ}, thus requiring two observables for
permittivity retrieval, ωd is negligibly effected by Im{ϵ}, hence only one observable suffice in extracting the complex
optical permittivity. For clarity, we will group the reflectance dips and label them as Res for the dips near the
Reststrahlen bands of the material and as FP for dips due to Fabry-Perot resonances at frequencies far from the
material resonances.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Retrieving complex permittivity of hBN

The reflectance spectra for hbn flakes on gold substrate (11 flakes in total, 3 shown in Fig.3b) shows two first order
(m = 1 in Eq.2) dips, one close to the Reststrahlen band of hBN (ωRes

d ) and the other far from the material resonances
(ωF P

d ). The corresponding Re{n} were calculated for each reflectance dip and for each flake. These points for different
flake thicknesses is shown in Fig.3c as black dots. The method of calculating the errors on the estimation of Re{n} is
shown in the Experimental section. The evaluated refractive index is almost dispersion-less far from the Reststrahlen
band of hBN while the anomalous dispersion is observed near ωT O = 1361cm−1.

Eq.1 was fitted to the experimental Re{n} to evaluate the four parameters and their respective standard errors (SE).
They are ωT O = 1362±1.6cm−1, ωLO = 1635±29cm−1, γ = 8.75±1.8cm−1, ϵinf = 4.75±0.35. The root-mean-square
error (RMSE) on the fit was 0.25. The retrieved parameters are found to be very close to expected values for naturally
occurring bulk hBN.

The reflectance dips close to the Reststrahlen band are narrow, hence ωRes
d can be estimated accurately. This results

in the low errors on the estimated values of ωT O and ωLO. The reflectance dips far from the material resonance are
broader and less pronounced. So, the estimated ωF P

d are less precise. As these points are important to evaluate the
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FIG. 3. (a) Thickness profiles for 3 different hBN flakes on gold as measured by AFM. The microscope images of the 3 flakes are
also shown and the positions where the profiles were measured are marked by lines with the same color code. The measured
thicknesses (d) were 305nm, 225nm and 160nm respectively for flakes 1,2 and 3. (b) The reflectance spectra for the 3 flakes as
measured by FTIR microscope is shown with the same color code as in a. The frequencies of the reflectance minima are marked
as ωRes

d1,2,3 for the dips close to the Reststrahlen band of the material and ωF P
d1,2,3 for dips due to FP resonances at frequencies far

from the material resonances. (c) Evaluation of Re{n} of hBN at each ωd measured for flakes of different thicknesses (black
circles). The points corresponding to the 3 flakes shown in a and b are marked using the same color code. The Lorentz model
was fitted to the Re{n} to determine the 4 parameters and are shown in the figure. The evaluated real and imaginary parts of
the permittivity of hBN as a function of frequency is shown as inset.

high frequency permittivity, ϵinf , a higher standard error is observed in its value.

For accurate estimation of the damping factor, γ, data points are necessary in and close to the Reststrahlen band
(Fig.2b). However, the optical permittivity is negative in this band, and Re{n} is close to zero. So, no reflectance
dips occur in the Reststrahlen band. Also for frequencies lower than ωT O, but close to the Reststrahlen band, the
reflectance dip is weak and is always not evident. Hence, the estimated γ is least precise, although the standard error
is acceptable. The complex permittivity obtained by parameters retrieved by our method is shown in Fig.3 as inset.
The parameters for the complex permittivity of hBN is shown in Table.I as obtained by our method and compared to
values in the literature.

TABLE I. Parameters for the in-plane complex permittivity of hBN

Reference ωT Ocm−1 ωLOcm−1 ϵinf γcm−1

Zhao et al [44] 1370 1610 4.87 5
Caldwell et al [42] 1362.7 1616.9 4.98 7.3

Giles et al [16] 1360 1614 4.9 7
This work 1362 1635 4.75 8.75

Retrieving complex permittivity of α-MoO3

The crystal structure of α-MoO3 is orthorhombic which results in a strong in-plane anisotropy [45]. The permittivity
can be decomposed into three principal values namely ϵX , ϵY , and ϵZ along the three crystal directions, [100], [001] and
[010] respectively. In this work, we retrieve the in-plane permittivity ϵX and ϵY . A typical α-MoO3 flake, exfoliated
from bulk crystal, on a gold substrate is shown in Fig.4a with the two in-plane directions marked. Due to the difference
in the strength of the van der Waals forces along the three crystal directions, exfoliated α-MoO3 flakes are generally
rectangular in cross-section, with the long axis corresponding to the X direction while the short axis corresponds to
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FIG. 4. (a) Microscope image of a MoO3 flake on gold. The two in-plane crystal axes (X,Y) are shown. (b) The determine
evaluation of Re{nX} of MoO3 at each ωd, measured for flakes of different thicknesses (black circles). The fit of the Lorentz
model (red dashed) and the evaluated material parameters along the crystal axis X are shown. (c) The evaluated permittivity
of MoO3 along X. (d) The reflectance spectra for a MoO3 flake of d=480nm on gold when the polarizers are oriented along X
(red) and at 45◦ to X (orange). The frequencies of the reflectance minima for the two curves are marked by vertical dashed
lines. (e) The deterministic evaluation of Re{nY } measured with the polarizers oriented along Y for frequencies far from the
material resonances (nF P

d ). For points in the Reststrahlen band of the material nEff
d was calculated from the shift of ωRes

d

when the polarizers are oriented along X and along 45° to X (as shown in d). The fit of the Lorentz model (blue dashed) and
the evaluated material parameters along the crystal axis Y are shown. (f) The permittivity of MoO3 along Y .

the Y direction.
Alvarez-Pérez et al [15] have recently reported the permittivity of α-MoO3 from near and far-field correlative

measurements. They used a Lorentz model for the permittivity, with three oscillators in X and one oscillator in Y . The
high frequency permittivities along X was ϵinfX

= 5.78. The three Reststrahlen bands in X are ωT O1 = 506.7cm−1,
ωLO1 = 534.3cm−1; ωT O2 = 821.4cm−1, ωLO2 = 963.0cm−1 and ωT O3 = 998.7cm−1, ωLO1 = 999.2cm−1. For the three
resonances, γ1 = 49.1, γ2 = 6.0 and γ3 = 0.35. The third oscillation is extremely narrow and the phonon resonance is
extremely weak and this was not predicted in earlier theoretical [46] or experimental studies [45, 47]. So we will ignore
this resonance. The Lorentz model along X is given as

ϵ = ϵinf

[
1 +

ω2
LO1

− ω2
T O1

ω2
T O1

− iγ1ω − ω2

] [
1 +

ω2
LO2

− ω2
T O2

ω2
T O2

− iγ2ω − ω2

]
(3)

Two linear polarizers, parallel to each other, one for the incident light and other for the reflected light was used.
The axis of the polarizers were oriented along X (long axis of the flake). The Re{nX} along X was retrieved (using 13
flakes in total) and is shown in Fig.4b. The four parameters of the Lorentz model along X, are ϵinf = 4.40 ± 0.26;
ωT O1 = 589.5±36cm−1, ωLO1 = 606.9±25cm−1, γ1 = 51.5±22cm−1; ωT O2 = 811.5±2cm−1, ωLO2 = 996.7±12cm−1,
γ2 = 17.5 ± 1.6cm−1. The RMSE on the fit was 0.16.
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The FTIR is limited to the spectral range of 600 − 8000cm−1 while the first oscillator of the Lorentz model has
its phonon resonance between 589.5cm−1 and 606.9cm−1 and hence for retrieval of its parameters, extrapolation is
necessary. This results in the high errors associated with the parameters of the first oscillator, mainly for the damping
factor γ1. For the second oscillator of the model along X, all the three parameters were precisely determined by our
method. The parameters of the second oscillator are summarized in Table.II along with values from the literature.
The complex permittivity along X thus retrieved is shown in Fig.4c.

TABLE II. Parameters for the complex permittivity of α-MoO3 along X

Reference ωT Ocm−1 ωLOcm−1 ϵinf γcm−1

Zheng et al [45] 820 972 4 4
Alvarez-Pérez et al [15] 821.4 963 5.78 6

Li et al [47] 818 974 − −
This work 811.5 996.7 4.40 17.5

For the permittivity along Y only one oscillator is expected [15]. reflectance spectra was obtained with the polarizer
axes oriented along the short direction of the flakes (Y ). As ωT O for ϵY is beyond the spectral range of the FTIR
(Table.III), we cannot obtain reflectance dips corresponding to ωRes

d . So only dips corresponding to ωF P
d were identified

and Re{nY } was evaluated for those frequencies. This is shown in Fig.4e.

Anisotropic crystals like α-MoO3, cause a rotation of the polarization axis of incident light, polarized along 45◦

to the two orthogonal principal axes of the crystal. This manifests as a dip in the reflectance measured with the
two polarizers parallel to each other. The frequencies where this polarization rotation occurs is given by the same
expression as Eq.2 with Re{n} replaced by the birefringence (Re{∆n45}) of the crystal given as

Re{∆n45} = |Re{nX} −Re{nY }| (4)

This is the half wave-plate (HWP) condition for anisotropic loss-less materials.

The polarizers were oriented along 45◦ to X direction and ωRes
d45

were identified from the dips in the measured
reflectance spectra. ωRes

d45
is shifted with respect to ωRes

dX
when the polarizers are along X as shown in Fig.4d. From Eq.2

we deduced the birefringence Re{∆n45(ωRes
d45

)}. From predetermined values of nX and Eq.4, Re{nY } was calculated.
These points are grouped as nHW P

d in Fig.4e.

The Lorentz model given by Eq.1 was used for the permittivity along Y . The four parameters extracted from the fit
are ωT O = 516.3 ± 62cm−1, ωLO = 888.5 ± 26cm−1, γ = 18.06 ± 8cm−1, ϵinf = 4.86 ± 0.19. The root-mean-square
error (RMSE) on the fit was 0.10. ωT O is beyond the spectral range of the FTIR used, hence the low precision in
determining the parameters ωT O and γ. The complex permittivity along Y is shown in Fig.4f and the parameters are
summarized in Table.III.

TABLE III. Parameters for the complex permittivity of α-MoO3 along Y

Reference ωT Ocm−1 ωLOcm−1 ϵinf γcm−1

Zheng et al [45] 545 851 5.2 4
Alvarez-Pérez et al [15] 544.6 850.1 6.07 9.5

Li et al [47] 545 851 − −
This work − 888.5 4.86 −

Albeit, the limitations in evaluating precisely the ωT O and γ for the permittivity along Y , our value of ωLOY
=

888.5cm−1 predicts that the permittivity along Y is negative below this frequency (up to 600cm−1, which is the
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lower range of the FTIR). On the other hand, ωT OX
= 813.3cm−1, so the permittivity along X is positive below this

frequency. Hence, we can confirm that α-MoO3 is hyperbolic in the frequency range 600 − 813.3cm−1.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in this work we showed that, using far-field FTIR spectroscopy in a microscope, we can accurately
retrieve the dielectric permittivity of small (with respect to the beam size) van der Waals exfoliated flakes. In
particular, near the MLIR phonon resonances of such materials, we retrieve all four parameters of the Lorentz oscillator
model (Eq.1) with high accuracy. We show that, in previous approaches based on numerical fitting of reflectance
measurements [35, 38], the phonon linewidth (γ) as well as the background permittivity (ϵinf ), cannot be precisely
determined by fitting numerical calculations to measured reflectance spectra. We show theoretically and demonstrate
experimentally that the weak dependence of spectral position of a FP resonance in a dielectric slab (ωd in Eq.2)
on Im{ϵ} allows retrieval of the complex permittivity of van der Waals materials using far-field reflectance measurements.

We have evaluated the complex permittivity of hBN and that of α-MoO3 along both in-plane crystal directions.
The values presented in this article match closely the theoretical and experimental permittivity previously reported
in the literature. The method can be applied to any lossy, frequency-dispersive material, and does not require
complicated experimental setup or near-field optics, nor complex numerical fitting algorithms. This method opens up
new approaches for applying far-field optical techniques in van der Waals small-area exfoliated flakes.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - METHODS

Exfoliated samples and characterisation

Gold of thickness 100nm was evaporated on glass substrates to serve as the reflector. The permittivity of gold (on
glass) was measured by the IR-VASE Mark II (J.A. Woollam) ellipsometer for the spectral range of 333 − 8000cm−1.
The complex refractive index of the gold was extracted using the CompleteEASE software (J.A. Woolam).

Both hBN and α-MoO3 were mechanically exfoliated and transferred onto the gold substrate with polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) based exfoliation and transfer (X0 retention, DGL type from Gelpak) at 90◦C. The thickness of the
exfoliated flakes were measured by Park NX20 Atomic Force Microscope using a non-contact cantilever (AC160TS,
Olympus).

The reflectance spectra were obtained using Bruker Hyperion 2000 microscope coupled to a Bruker Tensor FTIR
spectrometer. The Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride (MCT) detector used has a spectral range of 600 − 8000cm−1. The
light was focused on the sample and reflected light collected by a Cassegrain objective (×36, angular spread: 15◦ − 30◦,
numerical aperture: 0.5). For the reflectance from α-MoO3, two linear polarizers (ZnSe), parallel to each other were
placed in the FTIR microscope, one for the incident light and other for the reflected light.

The reflectance spectra were acquired with a spectral resolution of 2cm−1. An internal aperture of the microscope
was adjusted to fit the part of the crystal where the reflectance is to be measured. All the reflectance spectra from the
flakes were normalized to a reference gold mirror.

The acquired spectra were filtered using cubic smoothing spline interpolation. Then the frequencies of the local
reflectance minima (ωd) were identified manually. The fitting to extract the Lorentz model parameters was done by
the least square method, with the model equation being Re{n} = Re{

√
ϵ} where ϵ being Eq.1 or Eq.3 as applicable.

Theoretical reflectance calculations

Owing to the off-normal Cassegrain objective, which is used for the collection of the reflected light, the etendue of
the objective must be accounted for when calculating reflectance. The reflectance measured along two orthogonal
planes (X and Y ) of the objective, for wavelength λ and incidence angle θ, when the incident light is polarized along
X can be written as
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rX =

(
1 − cos(θT )

nGcos(θ)

)
+ i

(
ℵZ

n2
X

cos(θ) − n2
X cos(θT )
nGℵZ

)
tan(dk0ℵZ)(

1 + cos(θT )
nGcos(θ)

)
− i

(
ℵZ

n2
X

cos(θ) + n2
X

cos(θT )
nGℵZ

)
tan(dk0ℵZ)

rY =

(
cos(θ)

nGcos(θT ) − 1
)

+ i
(

ℵX

nGcos(θT ) − cos(θ)
ℵX

)
tan(dk0ℵX)(

cos(θ)
nGcos(θT ) + 1

)
− i

(
ℵX

nGcos(θT ) + cos(θ)
ℵX

)
tan(dk0ℵX)

(5)

where the refractive indices are nX and nZ/αZ along the principal crystal directions X and Z respectively, k0 = 2π/λ,
nG being the complex refractive index of gold, ℵZ =

√
n2

X − α2
Zsin

2θ and ℵX =
√
n2

X − sin2θ. The total reflectance
is then R = (rXr

∗
X + rY r

∗
Y )/2. For the calculations θ was considered to be 22.5◦, which is the central angle of the

objective used. This was used to calculate the theoretical reflectance spectra of Fig.1c and for the calculations shown
in Fig.2. For the permittivity along Z, values from Caldwell et al[42] and Alvarez-Pérez et al[15] was used for hBN
and α-MoO3 respectively.

We must note that with a metallic reflector, the reflectance is weakly dependent on the incident angle, so with θ = 0,
the reflectance can be approximated accurately. This was used (Eq.2) to estimate Re{n} from the reflectance dip
positions.

Estimating errors

For each flake, the error on the measured thickness (δd) and on ωd (δωd) were evaluated. The contribution of the
two on the estimation of Re{n} can then be calculated from Eq.2 neglecting the second term as δnd = δd/(4d2ωd) and
δnω = δωd/(4dω2

d) respectively. Then the precision on the evaluation of Re{n} was then calculated as
√
δnd

2 + δnω
2.

To evaluate the parameters of the permittivity, we performed a linear least square fitting. The 95% confidence
intervals (CI) for each of the parameters were calculated from the inverse R factor (of the QR decomposition of the
Jacobian), the degrees of freedom for error, and the root mean squared error. The Standard Error is then SE = CI/t,
where t is the inverse cumulative distribution function and is ≈ 2.08 for 20 data points in the case of hBN, ≈ 2.07 for
25 data points for α-MoO3 along X and ≈ 2.11 for 18 data points for α-MoO3 along Y .
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